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Abstrat
The present report analyses the appliation of moving-horizon multi-objetive
optimization to the estimation of the state variables of a small satellite. The in-
volved physial system is mathematially desribed by a system of seven dierential
equations for seven state variables, aounting for the rates of spin and the body
attitude, both in body referene with respet to the xed orbit frame.
The available input data for the estimation are noisy measures of the attitude,
in the form of euler angles that are later translated to quaternions, thus avoiding
singularities. The optimization problem has the dierential equation system as
a onstraint for the variables to follow. The objetive funtion minimized is the
square norm of the error between the solution of the optimization and the attitude
measurements. The problem is solved by an interior point method with the IPOPT
pakage, being manipulated through its Matlab interfae. Controlling resoures is
done by a moving horizon approah, whih allows for only a smaller part of the
measurements to be fed into the optimization. This however, displays a notieable
eet on the performane of the method, thus making an important parameter to
study.
Results show the extreme importane of supplying an attitude guess lose to
the solution, whih is easily fullled by the measurements. For the rates however,
no guess in neessary for reasonable horizon lengths, whereas large ones do require
suh a guess for the solver to be able to nd a good solution. Moreover, while results
show diulty in prediting the solution error for spei simulation parameters, a
lear relation is found between the parameters and the omputation time. Preisely,
a linear relation exists between omputation time and horizon length, whereas a
quadrati relation is observed versus sample rates.
Advantages of this method of estimation are a high auray and wide working
range of horizon lengths and sample rates. Disadvantages are the signiant om-
putation eort and the diulty to bound it, both being variables that need speial
treatment for the present method to operate orretly in a real-time appliation.
Further disussion about the formerly mentioned performane indiators of the
system, namely the auray of the solution and the omputing time, will be devel-
oped throughout this doument, and in whih way the are related to the simulation
parameters, i.e. the horizon length, the sample rate, and the initial onditions.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
A relatively new kind of satellites of redued dimensions are reently gaining
importane in the eld of outer atmosphere experiments due to their ost and
development-time inexpensiveness ompared to their major ounterparts. The
small size of these mahines highly restraints the type of ontrol mehanisms avail-
able, in favour of the neessary tools for the atual purpose of the satellite. For
ontrolling the satellite motion, magneti torquers have been found to be very
suitable, sine they agree with size, low ost, low power onsumption. Using these
devies however, it is ompulsory that the satellite lies on low-Earth orbit. This
last ondition is ompulsory due to its working priniple, whih relies on the inter-
ation of the magneti eld of the earth with the magneti eld generated by the
magnetorquers' oils. The problem with this approah is that the resulting fore of
the interation is the ross produt, so it an only span a 2-dimensional subspae,
making it instantaneously unontrollable. Still, the satellite an be fully ontrolled
over time thanks to the form of the earth magneti eld and to the satellite being
in orbit. We will not go into more detail on this topi sine it is not the main
objetive of the present report or a requirement for it, but rather another module
in the general ontrol problem that an be treated separately. Further information
an be found in the literature ([1℄).
Regardless of the ontrol method, aurate measures of the urrent attitude
and rates of spin (rates onwards) are fundamental for the satellite to be ontrolled
preisely. The former are easily obtained through ommon on board sensors. Rates
however, are not measured, thus the essential need of an estimation method to
obtain them. Therefore, the estimation problem is intended for the rates estimation
plus for improving the attitude measurements.
For this task, non-linear multi-objetive optimization is employed. Through this
method, it is possible to input a set of non-linear dierential equations representing
the dynamis of the problem variables. One an also provide additional non-linear
equations onstraints on the nal state of the variables, as well as between the
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beginning and the end of the time span. Finally, there is also the objetive funtion
to be minimized with respet to the problem variables plus optional parameters.
Note as well that this funtion has an integral part and an algebrai part. All
these available settings make this kind of optimization very exible, and therefore
suitable for our purpose.
Naturally, the meaning of a good estimation is a small error with respet to the
atual values, in other words, a solution as lose as possible to the real trajetory.
However, sine we do not know those value we must assume that the measurements
will be similar. This idea leads to the form of the objetive funtion, whih in this
ase is the square of the error norm. No other onstraints are needed to nd a
good solution.
The optimization problem needs the measurements to nd the solution. How-
ever, the length of the simulation horizon, whih is the data window taken, and
the distane between suessive samples, or sample rate, are parameters that aet
the auray of the solution, as well as the omputing eort. A this point, we must
reall the power restritions on the satellite, whih translate into fewer omputing
resoures, thus requiring to nd a balane between the optimization parameters,
namely horizon length and sample rate, and the performane indiators, whih are
auray and omputing eort.
Speially ritial is the omputation time, as the present estimation method is
intended to work on-line, this is, under real-time onditions. For this reason, the
duration of the alulation should always be shorter than a spei value. Along
these lines, a bound on the omputation time would be ertainly useful, although
very diult to obtain due to the nature of the problem.
In summary, the main objetive of this doument is to nd a relation between
the optimization parameters and the impat on the performane of the optimiza-
tion. For this purpose, we will develop a Matlab simulation of the estimation
problem for a real trajetory of the satellite, and ompare the obtained results to
be able to extrat onlusions on the method behaviour.
2
Chapter 2
Mathematial desription of the
physial system
The satellite in question is a CubeSat [4℄. Its fundamental speiations were devel-
oped by a joint ollaboration between the California Polytehni State University
and the Standford University to provide low-ost spae exploration alternatives
suitable for a wider audiene, thus allowing training or experimentation opportu-
nities to Universities.
The CubeSat is designed to be modular, with eah module or unit size of
100x100x100mm, 1 kilogram of weight, and 1 litre of useful volume. Its modularity
allows for quite exible salability so as to be able to t the neessary devies for
a partiular appliation in a number of onneted units without muh inreased
diulty or ost.
Current low-earth orbit experiments being arried out target sienti areas
suh as weather studies, atmospheri analysis, energeti partile studies, disaster
monitoring, spaeraft damage studies or spaeraft attitude ontrol methods. In
fat, sine these smaller brand of satellites have the same essential omponents as
their larger siblings, i.e ommuniation systems, proessing units or solar panels,
the only restritions imposed to andidate experiments are related with the smaller
size and lower power requirements. As of now, in spae demonstrations of up to 3
units have been suessful and 6-unit experiments are being planned.
In this setion, we will summarize the mathematial model and its development.
However, it will not be explained in muh detail sine extended disussion on this
topi has been thoroughly treated in other soures.
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2.1 Attitude desription
2.1.1 Referene frames
In order to easily develop the motion model, it is onvenient to dene four dier-
ent referene frames and perform the appropriate transformations when neessary.
These frames are oriented as follows.
Earth-Centered Inertial frame
This is a non-aelerated referene frame in whih Newton's laws are valid. The
frame's enter is xed on the Earth's enter, with the z-axis pointing towards the
North Pole and the x-axis pointing towards Vernal Equinox. The y-axis ompletes
the right-hand artesian oordinate system.
Earth-entered Earth Fixed frame
It is also positioned on the Earth's enter, with its z-axis pointing towards the North
Pole, its x-axis towards the intersetion point between the Greenwih meridian
with the Equator, and its y-axis ompleting the right-hand system. As its name
suggests, this frame is xed on the Earth, therefore moving and rotating together.
Orbit frame
Also known as the satellite oordinate system, this frame is entered on the satellite,
with the z-axis pointing towards the Earth's enter, the x-axis pointing in the
diretion of the orbit trajetory, and the y-axis ompleting the right-hand system.
Body frame
This frame is xed to the satellite. Its orientation in spae is dened with respet to
the Orbit frame using the Euler angles hene representing the satellite's attitude.
Its entered is loated on the satellite's enter of mass and its axes point along
its prinipal diretions, perpendiularly to the satellite's surfae and forming a
right-hand artesian oordinate system. Even agreeing with this orientation some
freedom is still available, although the nal seletion will not aet the motion
equations.
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2.1.2 Euler angles
As mentioned before, the orientation of the Body frame with respet to the
Orbit frame denes the attitude, and it is expressed in Euler angles. These are φ
for the roll, θ for the pith, and ψ for the yaw. At this point, we an derive the
transformation matrix between these two referene frames, in order to use it on the
motion equations. However, we will express this matrix in terms of quaternions
rather Euler angles sine that is the form we will be using on the simulations.
Cb/o =


q20 + q
2
1 − q
2
2 − q
2
3 2(q1q2 + q0q3) 2(q1q3 − q0q2)
2(q1q2 − q0q3) q
2
0 − q
2
1 + q
2
2 − q
2
3 2(q2q3 + q0q1)
2(q1q3 + q0q2) 2(q2q3 − q0q1) q
2
0 − q
2
1 − q
2
2 + q
2
3

 (2.1)
The angular veloity vetor ωbb/o = [P Q R]
T
, whih omponents are the rates,
is determined by the Euler angles and their derivatives. In this ase, expressing
it in terms of quaternions is too ompliated, so we will use a relation expliitly
based on the Euler angles
P = φ˙− ψ˙ sin θ
Q = ψ˙ cos θ sin φ+ θ˙ cos φ
R = ψ˙ cos θ cos φ− θ˙ sinφ
(2.2)
2.1.3 Quaternions
Unfortunately, Euler angles present singularities at some points in spae, hene
the need of an alternative representation of the attitude to avoid this problem.
The Euler parameters are a quaternion representation of the Euler angles that
orret the aforementioned problem. From here on, we will be referring them as
quaternions q = [q0 q1 q2 q3]
T
. Following is shown the relation between these
parameters
q0 = ±(cos(φ/2) cos(θ/2) cos(ψ/2) + sin(φ/2) sin(θ/2) sin(ψ/2)
q1 = ±(sin(φ/2) cos(θ/2) cos(ψ/2)− cos(φ/2) sin(θ/2) sin(ψ/2)
q2 = ±(cos(φ/2) sin(θ/2) cos(ψ/2) + sin(φ/2) cos(θ/2) sin(ψ/2)
q3 = ±(cos(φ/2) cos(θ/2) sin(ψ/2)− sin(φ/2) sin(θ/2) cos(ψ/2)
(2.3)
and the inverse relations
φ = atan2(2(q0q1 + q2q3), 1− 2(q
2
1 + q
2
2))
θ = arcsin(2(q0q2 − q1q3))
ψ = atan2(2(q0q3 + q1q2), 1− 2(q
2
2 + q
2
3))
(2.4)
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As a nal remark, note that the quaternions must satisfy a unitary square sum, or
q20 + q
2
1 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 = 1 (2.5)
2.2 Rotational dynamis
The rotational dynamis are derived using Newton's law for rotational motion,
whih expressed in Body frame oordinates, states that the sum of torques is equal
to the derivative of the body angular momentum vetor with respet to its enter
of mass. Therefore, after some transformations the resulting equation is
τ bgg + τ
b
c + τ
b
d = J
bω˙bb/i + ω
b
b/i × J
bωbb/i (2.6)
where τ bc is the torque generated by the ontrol ation, τ
b
gg the torque aused by
unalignement of the enter of mass and the enter of gravity, and τ bd the torque due
to disturbanes. ωbb/i is the inertial angular veloity vetor expressed in Body frame,
and nally J b is the inertia tensor in Body frame, whih due to the axisymmetri
shape of the satellite results in a diagonal matrix of omponents Jx, Jy and Jz.
2.2.1 Gravity gradient torque
In Body frame, the gravity gradient torque is expressed as
τ bgg =
3GMT
|P b|5
(P b × J bP b) =
3GMT
|P b|5


(Jz − Jy)PyPz
(Jx − Jz)PzPx
(Jy − Jx)PxPy

 (2.7)
with P b = [Px Py Pz]
T
is the position vetor to the enter of mass expressed in
Body frame. This an be further developed to expliitly depend on the euler angles.
τ bgg = 3ω
2
0


(Jz − Jy)a23a33
(Jx − Jz)a33a13
(Jy − Jx)a13a23

 (2.8)
where ω0 =
√
GMT
a3
is alled the rate of frequeny, and a being the semi-major axis
of the elliptial orbit desribed by the satellite. Furthermore,
a13 = − sin θ
a23 = sin φ cos θ
a13 = cos φ cos θ
(2.9)
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whih are the elements of the diretion osine matrix.
2.2.2 Control torque
The ontrol torque is dependent on the dipole moment, M b, generated by the
oils and the Earth Magneti Field (EMF), Bb, in the following way
τ bc = M
b × Bb =


0 Bbz −B
b
y
−Bbz 0 B
b
x
Bby −B
b
x 0




mx
my
mz

 (2.10)
The ross produt has been expanded for a simpler expression, where Bb = [Bbx B
b
y B
b
z]
T
and M b = [mx my mz]
T
.
2.2.3 Inertial angular-veloity vetor
Using this vetor simplies the rotational equations.
ωbb/i = ω
b
b/o + Cb/oω
o
o/i (2.11)
with ωoo/i = [0 −ω0 0]
T
a onstant value, being ω0 the rate of frequeny or satellite
rotation rate, whih has been mentioned before.
2.2.4 Kinemati equations
The kinemati equations representing the rigid body orientation omplete the
mathematial system desribing the angular motion of the satellite. In this ase,
the system is diretly expressed in quaternions, yielding the following dierential
equation
q˙ =
1
2


0 −P −Q −R
P 0 R −Q
Q −R 0 −P
R Q −P 0




q0
q1
q2
q3

 (2.12)
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2.2.5 Earth Magneti Field model
The International Geomagneti Referene Field (IGRF) model (ref) is an au-
rate representation of the intensity of the Earth's Magneti Field in spae. How-
ever, it is very omplex and the auray improvement provided with respet to a
simplied version is of a 5-10%. In our satellite's motion model we will be using a
rst order and rst degree IGRF simplied model, sine it gives suient auray
for the initial design.
2.3 Control model
The ontrol model that the estimation algorithm will be working with is de-
sribed by
x˙ = f(x, u, w, t)
y = h(x, u, v, t)
(2.13)
representing a system of non-linear dierential equations. In this desription, x, u,
y are the state, input, and output variables vetor respetively, whereas w and v
are the proess and measurement noise, and t the time.
The variables of interest of the model are the three rates, and four quaternions,
sine together they express the attitude and motion of the system. Hene, the
state variable vetor will be
x = [P Q R q0 q1 q2 q3]
T
(2.14)
The output variables are the rates themselves, and the inputs are three ontrol
ations, one for eah oil, and are provided to the estimation algorithm by the
ontrol algorithm.
In order to nd the non-linear dierential equation system, the motion equa-
tions developed earlier need to be rearranged. For this, we need to expand the
derivative part rst
ω˙bb/i = ω˙
b
b/o + C˙b/oω
o
o/i =


P˙
Q˙
R˙

− ω0v˙2 (2.15)
where v2 is the seond olumn of the C
b
b/o matrix, for simpliity. It is easy now to
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solve the equations for the rates derivatives

P˙
Q˙
R˙

 = (J b)−1
[∑
τ b − ωbb/i × J
bωbb/i
]
+ ω0v˙2 (2.16)
Regarding the quaternion derivatives, they diretly ome from the kinemati equa-
tions (2.12), thus ompleting the system of seven dierential equations for the seven
state variables.
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Chapter 3
The estimation problem
The present problem onsists in the minimization of the error between the state
variables - solution of the problem - and the states measurements. It is a non-
linear problem, sine there are non-linear equations both in the onstraints, due
to the ODE system, and in the objetive funtion, due to its form. It is also a
purely disrete problem beause the measurements are obtained at a ertain time
interval. This implies two important points, one being the disrete denition of the
measurements, naturally. The seond, not as obvious, stems from the sample rate
hoie exibility that we wanted to imprint in the estimation algorithm. With this
approah, for large sample rates with respet to the dynamis' speed, any traje-
tory interpolation between onseutive measurements would be very inaurate, or
simply inorret. For these two reasons, the optimization problem will be disrete
instead of a ontinuous time approximation.
3.1 Desription of the equivalent optimization prob-
lem
The present optimization problem is a subase of a more general form being
assessed by the optimization solver, whih is alled IPOPT (Setion 4.1). Further
explanation on it full potential an be found in [3℄.
min
x,u
J(x,u) , min
x,u
N−1∑
i=0
Li(x˜i, ui) (3.1)
subjet to
x˜i+1 = φ(x˜i, ui)
g(x,u) = 0
(3.2)
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The estimated states vetor (just states vetor onwards) is x , [x˜0, . . . , x˜N−1, x˜N ]
T
and the ontrol inputs u , [u0, . . . , uN ]
T
. The states follow the trajetory dened
by the dierential equation system
˙˜x = f(t; x˜, u), however sine the measurements
y to whih the states are ompared (3.3) are not ontinuous, it is neessary to
nd a disrete version of the ODE. This an be interpreted as a map funtion,
φ(x˜i, ui), obtained from solving the ODE system ˙˜x = f(∆; x˜, u) with initial ondi-
tion x˜(0) = x˜i and timespan ∆, whih is atually the sample rate of the measure-
ments. The reason behind this approah is that integrating the system step-wise
eetively yields its impliit disrete version, whih is very onvenient in this ase
sine the problem size is quite signiant and supplying the analytial form of it
would be diult. Another advantage given by this solution is that rst order
derivative information of the dierential system an be found without muh more
omputing eort using the onept of sensitivities, explained further below.
The funtion g(·) is the equality onstraints funtion and ontains the ontinuity
onstraints for the disrete ODE system.
For this problem, a moving horizon sheme is used to ontrol the amount of
data fed into the optimizer. This sheme is haraterized by three parameters that
relate to eah other. One is the horizon length H , or time interval from the urrent
instant in time to the last one to be used. Another, the sample rate ∆. And the
last, the number of samples N taken. At this point, we an dene the relation
among them, N , H
∆
.
3.2 Cost funtion
The ost funtion J(x,u) ∈ R1 onsists in the stage ost term L(x,u), sum of
Li(x˜i, ui). For our ase, a suitable form of this funtion is a salar indiator of the
error, hene we use the square error norm. Mathematially,
Li(x˜i, ui) , ‖p(x˜i)− yi‖
2
2 (3.3)
subjet to
yk = q(x(kδ)) k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
where p(x˜) is a funtion that extrats the quaternions from the estimated states x˜,
and y , [y0, . . . , yN−1]
T
is the measurements vetor obtained from the unknown
atual states x, with added noise represented by the funtion q(x).
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3.3 Providing the dierential equations system
Next, for onveniene purposes let us dene z , [x˜0, u0, x˜1, u1, . . . , x˜N−1, uN−1, x˜N ]
T
.
The funtion onstraints of the model are inluded in the onstraints vetor c(z)
c(z) =
[
x˜0 − x˜(t0)
g(z)
]
(3.4)
where g(z) is the equality onstraints funtion, whih ontains the ontinuity re-
stritions needed for the state variables to be appropriately merged between the
onseutive boundary value problems generated by the way in whih the map fun-
tion is alulated.
g(z) ,


x˜1 − φ0
.
.
.
x˜N − φN−1

 (3.5)
Consequently, C(z) ∈ R7(N+1).
In order to obtain a exible desription of the equations that an be easily
modied to use a dierent diret olloation method, the above funtion is arranged
so that
g(z) = AVxz +BΦ(z) (3.6)
with Vx a matrix that extrats the states x˜i with i 6= 0, from vetor z, and Φ(z) ,
[φ0, . . . , φN−1]
T
. Note that this onveniene denition is speially useful for the
few hanges made to ICLOCS [6℄ (Setion 4.1) to omply with the urrent struture
of the ode.
3.4 First order derivative information
The solution to the optimization problem relies on a summarizing funtion
L(z, λ) alled the Lagrangian.
L(z, λ) , J(z)− λTC(z)
=L(x, u)− λT0 (x0 − x(t0))−
N−1∑
i=0
λTi+1(xi+1 − φi) (3.7)
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The omponents of vetor λ , [λ0, . . . , λN−1]
T
are parameters with no physial
meaning, only needed by the optimization algorithm to nd the solution. For
the ost funtion to be minimized, the rst derivative of L(z, λ) with respet to
both λ and z must be zero. Moreover, to be able to dierentiate minimums from
maximums and inetion points, the seond derivatives have to be alulated as
well. Hereafter will be explained the dierent parts in more detail.
3.4.1 Objetive funtion derivative
The gradient of the ost
∇J(z) =
[
∂L(z)
∂z0
· · · ∂L(z)
∂zN−1
]
=
[
∂L(z)
∂x˜0
0 · · · ∂L(z)
∂x˜N−1
0
]
(3.8)
an be expressed expliitly owing to the simpliity of its primitive, yet it an also
be evaluated through nite dierenes with minor added omputing eort. Also
note that ∇J(z) ∈ R7×N
3.4.2 Constraints vetor derivative and sensitivities
The Jaobian of the onstraints is a matrix of R
7(N+1)×7N+10
∇c(z) =
[
I
∇g(z)
]
=


I
−∂φ0
∂x˜0
0 I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
−∂φN−1
∂x˜N−1
0 I


(3.9)
and depends on the sensitivities si whih need to be alulated numerially for
oming from an impliit funtion. For this task two approahes an be taken. On
the one hand, it is possible to evaluate the sensitivities using a nite dierene
approximation
si ,
∂φi
∂x˜i
≈
φ(x˜i + e, ui + e)− φ(x˜i − e, ui − e)
2e
(3.10)
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this however, implies solving the ODE system twie for every si in order to get the
value of the impliit funtion at the given points. On the other hand, the sensitivi-
ties an be obtained along with the ODE system using a solver with suh a built-in
funtion. Sundials' CVODES pakage [10℄ (Setion 4.1) has been seleted for this
purpose. Moreover, this alternative is signiantly faster sine both alulating the
impliit funtion and the sensitivities an be done not only simultaneously but also
just one for eah Newton iteration of the optimization algorithm (Setion 4.1).
In fat, the aforementioned sensitivity onept employed by CVODES is more
general than the denition that has been given. The solver lets the user dene the
so alled sensitivities in the way that best suits the appliation, as long as it agrees
with the following assumptions. For a dierential equation system of the form
y˙ = f(t, y, p)
y(t0) = y0(p)
(3.11)
where y = φ(t; p), or in other words, φ is the funtion obtained by solving the
dierential system, with p a vetor of parameters. The sensitivities are dened
as s , ∂y
∂p
, and these an only be alulated indiretly by solving the equation
obtained through its time derivative
s˙ =
d
dt
∂y(t)
∂p
=
d
dt
∂
∂p
φ(t; p) =
∂
∂p
f(t, φ(t; p), p) =
∂f
∂φ
∂φ
∂p
+
∂f
∂p
⇐⇒
s˙ =
∂f
∂y
s+
∂f
∂p
s(t0) =
∂y0
∂p
(3.12)
In the ontext of our problem, the above equations an be easily translated
and still agree with the development. However, it should be notied that the
mapping funtion φ is disrete and therefore not ontinuous-dierentiable, yet lose
to it depending on the sampling rate and the speed of the system's dynamis. In
fat, studying the relation between the ability to nd an aurate solution of the
optimization and the sampling rate is one of the objetives of the present thesis.
This relation is shown experimentally instead of analytially however, sine should
the latter be even possible, it is out of the sope of this study due to the urrently
unreasonable requirements.
Then, in our ase, the dierenes are
y(t) , x(t)
yi(0) , x˜(ti) = x˜i
pi , zi = [x˜i ui]
T
si =
∂φ(∆; x˜i, ui)
∂zi
(3.13)
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s˙i =
∂f
∂x
si +
[
0
∂f
∂ui
]
si(t0) =
∂x˜i
∂zi
= [In 0] (3.14)
where subindex i represents the urrent step and xi, ui are the initial onditions
of the dierential system at i. Additionally, it is assumed that yi+1 = φ(∆; x˜i, ui)
whih only holds true when ∆ → 0, still it an be an aurate approximation
for adequate values of ∆. Further explanation on this topi an be found on the
CVODES user guide [8℄, and on the multiple-shooting setion in [11℄.
As equation 3.14 suggests, the derivatives of the ODE system with respet to
the state variables need to be alulated. These, again, an be obtained either
numerially through nite dierenes, or analytially, preferably using a symboli
mathematis software due to the size of the system. Let us remark that both
methods have been tried on the simulations, showing no signiant dierene either
in omputing eort or auray.
3.5 Seond order derivative information
The Hessian of the Lagrangian∇2L alulation is the most time onsuming task
in eah optimization iteration. Currently, there are two approahes to obtain it.
One of them requires the approximation of ∇2zφ by nite dierenes, and therefore
solving the ODE system plenty of times, not unlike in (3.10). The other method
relies on an approximation of the Hessian by a limited-memory quasi-newton ap-
proximation using the L-BFGS method, whih is already implemented in IPOPT.
This proedure is most appropriate in ases where alulating the derivatives ei-
ther numerially or analytially is not feasible. Sine that is the ase in the present
situation, the latter alternative is the one being used. More omprehensive insight
into the general behaviour of the optimization algorithm, as well as the available
transription methods and related omments on this topi, an be found in [2℄, [11℄
and [5℄.
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Simulations implementation
Hereafter are explained in detail the tools, onsiderations and operative proedures
that have been used during the implementation of the estimation problem and the
optimization problem that the former is based on.
4.1 Matlab pakages used for the simulation
Three software pakages have been employed within Matlab, aounting for the
optimizer, the ontrol-problem setup interfae, and the ODE solver.
IPOPT
The solver used for the optimization problem is based on an interior point method,
hene its name, Interior Point Optimizer (IPOPT). This software pakage is apable
of solving non-linear optimization problems of the present type, and even others
of a more general form. Its full apabilities an be found on [3℄. However, the
solutions found by this software orrespond to loal minima, therefore good initial
guesses are important to improve the algorithm robustness. It has many bindings
to dierent languages, inluding a Matlab interfae, whih we have been using.
ICLOCS
The Imperial College London Optimial Control Software (ICLOCS) [6℄ is a pakage
of Matlab funtions and sripts that provide an easy interfae to set and solve op-
timal ontrol problems using IPOPT. It is speially useful as this type of problems
share similar harateristis that an be enapsulated and generalized in order to
signiantly speed up the setup proess.
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The urrent version implements a number of diret olloation transription
methods, plus a multiple shooting one with ontinuous time ost funtions. Unfor-
tunately, the present ase uses a variation of the multiple-shooting transription
sheme with a disrete time ost funtion, so it has been neessary to implement
a few hanges to omply with the previous setion development.
CVODES
This is a software for solving sti and non-sti ODE systems given in expliit
form with sensitivity analysis apabilities [10℄. It is developed by Sundials and has
an interfae to use it within Matlab. It will be used to obtain the disrete ODE
system along with its sensitivities, by providing the software with the ontinuous
time ODE system, plus its rst derivative with respet to the state variables, and
the sensitivities' initial onditions.
4.2 Obtaining the measurements
Testing the orretness of the method together with the performane analysis
is only be possible if there is a way to retrieve the atual trajetory of the satellite.
Under laboratory onditions, the easiest solution to this onsists in eliminating the
ontrol ation altogether, and simply integrating the ODE system using a numerial
method. Despite inluding the input ation on the above explanations, we have
not used any ontrol input in the simulations, for the aforementioned reason. In
fat, thanks to its inlusion in the theoretial development, this hoie will not
ripple the validity of the results when the ontrol ations are present.
When omparing simulations with dierent parameters, it is fundamental to en-
sure that as many variables as possible remain xed [7℄. Regarding measurements,
this translates into all simulations sharing the same measurement data, with the
same noise harateristis. To larify this matter, let us explain the proess fol-
lowed to obtain the referene.
1. Retrieve the ODE solution at equispaed instants in time
2. Add white noise to the Euler angles' trajetories
3. Provide a suitable subset of the data depending on the simulation parameters
17
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4.2.1 Solving the ODE
The ODE is integrated normally, using ommon numerial methods with a
reasonable small error. Next, only points of the solution at onstant intervals
are hosen. This interval denes the smallest sample rate, and thus it should
be arefully seleted. In this step we store the trajetory later used to make
omparisons with the solutions.
4.2.2 Adding noise
Sine the dierential system is expressed in quaternions, but the measurements
are based on the Euler angles in the satellite, onverting from the former to the lat-
ter is neessary to follow reality as losely as possible. This transformation is quite
straightforward, using the relations seen on 2.3 and 2.4, plus an added unwrapping
step to extend the trigonometri funtions output domain to all spae, as seen in
the example gure. Without this step, the angle values would be fored to t in
the funtion image domain, therefore spoiling subsequent quaternion reonversion.
4.2.3 Retrieving the appropriate measurements
Depending on the sample rate of the urrent simulation, a dierent subset of
data from the measurements will be seleted. For this to be valid however, the
sample rate of the simulation must be a multiple of the measurements sample rate,
hosen in the rst step.
Following this proedure ensures that all simulations using the same ODE sys-
tem initial onditions will share the atual trajetory and the noise soure. Another
advantage is that the rst two steps, for reating the trajetory and the measure-
ments, need to be performed only one.
4.3 Moving horizon implementation
The horizon, in seonds, an be understood as a window lter applied on the
measurements vetor, that only selets the data inside its bounds. Thus, setting up
suessive simulations is a matter of shifting the horizon one step forward. On the
other hand, sine the horizon spans from the urrent instant in time to a number of
seonds before, only the last values of the solution vetor need to be stored, as the
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Figure 4.1: Moving horizon implementation
others have supposedly been stored in previous steps. For the rst horizon of the
simulations however, the whole solutions vetor has been saved in order to have a
better understanding of the optimizer behaviour. Note also that, for simpliity, all
simulations begin with enough past information so as to ll the input data vetor
of the rst horizon ompletely, thus eliminating any boundary problems.
Considering the explanation above, two slightly dierent simulation approahes
have been hosen. Option A, whih presents a horizon tail that is xed in time,
tA0 in Figure 4.1. In this way, the rst input data point remains equal for all
simulations of this type. Option B however, is haraterized by xing the initial
time of the simulation, tB0 in Figure 4.1, where the rst input data point hanges
depending on the urrent horizon length.
Along with the xed parameter, the gure shows the relation between initial
times t
(·)
0 , nal time tf , horizon length H , sample rate ∆, and number of steps k,
whih for our simulations is equal to 10.
4.4 Rates initial guess estimation
The rates expressions in Eq. 2.2 onsist in a ombination of the Euler angles
and its derivatives over time. Then, sine disrete measurements of the Euler angles
are known, it is possible to approximate its derivatives. Due to the measurement
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Figure 4.2: Rates atual trajetory
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Figure 4.3: Rates initial guess
noise, however, it is essential to use a noise-robust dierentiator [9℄ so as to obtain
useful information.
After some experimentation, we have hosen a dierentiator of seond tangeny
order, providing exat derivative information until seond degree, plus a length
of 5 samples and no more onsidering that the smallest amount of samples in a
simulation is 10. Its performane is shown in Figure 4.3 for the three possible
samples number.
Apparently, the urrent method shows weak performane at the end of the
guess interval possibly due to boundary problems aused by the dierentiator.
Additionally, there is a signiant singularity probably being the main reason of
the omputation time inrease that is shown later.
Some improvements ould be added to the present method, by adapting the
length of the dierentiator aording to the length of the input, or by adding an
appropriate smoothing lter. Nevertheless, we have ahieved suiently good per-
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formane with the original algorithm, therefore ignoring any further improvements.
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Results
Throughout this setion we will be showing and omparing results between simu-
lations, with varying horizon lengths, sample rates, initial times, and rates guesses.
Note that the same ODE solution is used for all simulations.
5.1 Desription of the settings and parameters
5.1.1 Satellite parameters
The parameters of the satellite in question to be used in the attitude estimation
problem are summarized in Table 5.1.
Parameter Value Units
X-axis length Lx = 0.1 m
Y-axis length Ly = 0.1 m
Z-axis length Lz = 0.3 m
X-axis inertia Jx = 0.023001 Kg ·m
2
Y-axis inertia Jy = 0.023535 Kg ·m
2
Z-axis inertia Jz = 0.0041965 Kg ·m
2
Rotation rate ω0 = 0.0010730 Kg ·m
2
Table 5.1: Satellite parameters
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5.1.2 Initial onditions
The initial onditions for the integration of the ODE are
x(0) = [0.05 0.05 0.05 0.9893 0.0789 0.094 0.0789]T (5.1)
with the rates in rad/s and the quaternions equivalent to φ = 10o, θ = 10o, ψ = 10o,
in degrees. These setting yield the trajetory shown in Figure 5.1 for the Euler
angles, and Figure 4.2 for the rates. Notie that only a suitable time range is shown
for inreased larity.
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Figure 5.1: Euler angles atual trajetory
The initial onditions for the simulations however, an be any point in the
trajetory given by the above ODE initial onditions, thus allowing for greater
exibility. Therefore, they are uniquely determined by the instant where they
our in the trajetory.
Regarding the added noise to the Euler angles, white noise with a standard
deviation of 5
o
has been employed. Converting these to quaternions a posteriori
yields the quaternion trajetory shown in Figure 5.2.
5.1.3 Struture of the simulations
Independently of the simulation type or initial time, a number of standard
simulations have been arranged in the following manner (Table 5.2).
With these settings, four dierent simulations have been run, with eah of them
having two variations either using or ignoring the rates initial guess. This totals a
number of 8 standard simulations atually. Moreover, two additional non-standard
simulations have also been analysed, presenting horizons of 200 s and 500 s, both
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H [s] N [−] ∆[s]
10
10 1
20 0.5
50 0.2
20
10 2
20 1
50 0.4
30
10 3
20 1.5
50 0.6
40
10 4
20 2
50 0.8
H [s] N [−] ∆[s]
60
10 6
20 3
50 1.2
80
10 8
20 4
50 1.6
100
10 10
20 5
50 2
Table 5.2: Standard simulations struture
Identier Type Pattern Initial time Variation
St0 Type A Standard tA0 = 0 s St0g - rates guess
St100 Type B Standard tB0 = 100 s St100g - rates guess
St155 Type B Standard tB0 = 155 s St155g - rates guess
St210 Type B Standard tB0 = 210 s St210g - rates guess
Sh200 Type B
H = 200 s
tB0 = 500 s Sh200g - rates guess
N = 10, 20, 50
Sh500 Type B
H = 500 s
tB0 = 500 s Sh500g - rates guess
N = 10, 20, 50
Table 5.3: Simulations desription
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Figure 5.2: Measurements expressed in quaternions
using the pattern followed by N shown in Table 5.2. A summary of these is found
on Table 5.3.
In this way, we are able to over a wide range of parameters and yet allow for
omparisons of performane as valid as possible.
5.2 Performane analysis
The present setion will disuss the results obtained by means of a series of
variables intended to summarize the most important aspets of the estimation
behaviour.
5.2.1 Variables of interest
Worst ase error norm
The most important auray index is the maximum error ommitted by the es-
timation solution, as it hints information a bound on the aforementioned error.
Also note that a salar value is most useful, hene the use of the norm in the error
vetor, whih originally has seven omponents at eah instant in time.
εmax = sup ‖xi − x˜i‖2 i = 0, ... , N − 1 (5.2)
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Worst ase omputation time
The omputing eort is measured through this variable, Tmax. This is the most
important performane index, along with the worst ase error norm. Unfortunately,
due to the fat that the simulations have been run in a ommon purpose operative
system, user-independent multitasking during simulations an signiantly hange
the omputation time between two dierent runs with the exat same parameters.
Despite trying to avoid any multitasking during simulations, the previous ex-
planation still holds true, hene foring to only extrat relative onlusions from
the present performane index.
Average error norm
Not as important as the worst ase, yet still interesting to observe the error devi-
ation, and thus the estimation method robustness.
εˆ =
N−1∑
i=0
‖xi − x˜i‖2
N
(5.3)
Average omputation time
Similar in purpose to the variable right above, but regarding the omputation time,
Tˆ .
5.2.2 Solution plots
Only a few plots of the solution will be shown here, sine this is enough to
understand the behaviour of the method.
The plots in Figure (5.3) present three dierent olors enoding the following
information. Blue represents the solution from the estimation problem, green the
atual trajetory that the solution should trak, and red for the initial onditions
given to the solver.
The examples hosen show the wide range of parameters used in the simulations.
From top to bottom, horizon and sample rate inrease, showing rates to the left
and quaternions to the right. Moreover, the type of simulations hange as well, as
the initial time does. However, no initial guess for the rates is given in any of these
ases, whih judging from the goodness of the results, apparently does not aet
the robustness of the method at their respetive horizon-length sale.
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(a) St0 rates. H = 30 s, N = 10
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(b) St0 quaternions. H = 30 s, N = 10
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) St210 rates. H = 40 s, N = 20
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(d) St210 quaternions. H = 40 s, N = 20
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(e) St155 rates. H = 100 s, N = 50
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(f) St155 quaternions. H = 100 s, N = 50
Figure 5.3: Examples of solution plots
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By further inspeting Figure (5.3), one notes an apparent inrease in auray
in the vertial diretion of the plot array. Whether this behaviour is due to the
horizon inrement or the sample rate derement, however, is studied next.
5.2.3 Pareto plots
Two-dimensional Pareto plots oer a lear way of visually representing the
relation among a data set and two dierent variables. Its usefulness an be further
improved by grouping regions of data employing dierent shapes and olors, thus
eetively inreasing the number of displayed variables by two.
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(a) St0
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(b) St100
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) St155
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(d) St210
Figure 5.4: Worst ases Pareto plots
In the present ase, we have inluded two sets of Pareto plots representing the
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worst ase performane variables desribed in Setion 5.2.1, and the their average.
For larity, eah Pareto plot shows only one simulation, and for ohesion reasons,
worst ase and average versions are not mixed together. Additionally, in order to
inlude the horizon length H and the sample rate ∆, the data is grouped by olor
and shape respetively. Let us also remark, that no rates initial guess is given.
Figure 5.4 shows the worst ases Pareto plots. The rst tendeny to note is
the impat of the number of samples on the performane. As N inreases, so
does the omputation time, whereas the error dereases. In other words, feeding
more points into the solver improves auray, but inreases the omputation time
as well. Admittedly however, this is the expeted behaviour, although it is not
possible to extrat a reliable tendeny.
Regarding the horizon length, nding a tendeny is more diult due to the
general variability in the position of the points with the same olor. Nevertheless,
simulations with large horizons appear to be more ostly in terms of omputation
eort, whereas shorter horizons with same sample rate display similar auray at
lower omputation times. In general, the performane of large horizon simulations
seems weaker than those with intermediate horizons.
A possible reason for a lower performane with large horizons might be the
bigger amount of minima in the optimization problem, basially due to a longer
time interval. On the other hand however, a very short horizon length does not
always appear to improve the auray, although the omputing time is learly
redued. In this ase, the reason ould be insuient information on the system
dynamis for the solver to nd a more aurate solution.
Finally, from an overall performane point of view, onsidering that the simu-
lations with best performane are the ones with lower distane to the bottom left
orner of the plots, intermediate values of the parameters are the best ombination,
this is, H = 10− 40s and N = 20.
Similarly, Figure 5.5 shows the average performane variables. What has been
explained before applies for these as well. Even though the distribution of the
points is slightly dierent from the worst ases plots, it is not as signiant as to
question the validity of the observed harateristis. Apart from this, there is not
muh more to mention.
5.2.4 Sorted sequene plots
With this type of plot, we are able to show almost the same information as in
the Pareto plots, but from a dierent perspetive that is more lear for observing
other tendenies unnotied yet.
These plots display one performane variable against the dierent horizons and
sample rates. More speially, horizons are sorted in asending order from left
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(a) St0
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(b) St100
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(d) St210
Figure 5.5: Averages Pareto plots
to right, whereas N (number of samples) is sorted in desending order inside eah
horizon group. Therefore, points are sorted in groups of three desending sample
rates orresponding to their respetive horizon. In other words, the pattern they
follow is given by the standard simulation pattern, in Table 5.2.
In Figure 5.6, sorted sequene plots of the simulation St0 are shown. From this
plots, a few interesting onlusions an be extrated.
Agreeing with what has been mentioned in the previous setion, the error de-
reases with the sample rate. Along these lines, the rate at whih this happens
appears to derease, as seen from the dereasing tendeny until H = 60. Unfor-
tunately, although the reason for this is probably related with the rates dynamis,
we have not been able to disover it.
A very important harateristi is the variability of the analysed performane
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Figure 5.6: Sorted sequene plots of simulation St0
index, sine it is a good measure of the robustness. As observed from the gure,
both the worst ase and the average plots display points with N = 20 quite lose
to eah other vertially. Hene, their variability is low. In this ase, a strong
onlusion an be extrated, whih is the signiant independene of the auray
with respet to the horizon length.
Figure 5.7 shows staked sorted , sequene plots of simulations St100, St155,
and St210. Regarding the error plots, the lowest variability in this ase appears
to be for N = 50, although points with N = 20 exhibit good auray too, as
well as fairly low variability again. Unlike before, the observed spikes are more
unpreditable, hene little information an be extrated in this regard.
The omputation time plots show a strong tendeny, as opposed to the previous
ones. Again, there is a lear tendeny in inreasing omputation eort as the
sample rates dereases, whih an be notied by observing that the omputation
time inreases in groups of three, whih parameters follow the standard pattern
struture, in Table 5.2. Additionally however, there is another lear tendeny
showing inreasing omputation eort as the horizon length inreases, i.e. moving
to the right.
For further analysing these tendenies, horizon length and sample rate have
been deoupled resulting in the plots shown in Figure ??. More speially, in
Figure 5.8a the horizon length has been xed to 60 seonds, whereas the sample
rate varies freely. From this plot, it is quite lear that a relation of 2nd or higher
degree exists between worst omputation time and sample rate. On the other hand,
in Figure 5.8b the horizon is the varying parameter and the sample rate is xed to
3 seonds. In this ase, the relation appears to be linear.
Even though these development is only based on a St155 simulation, and only
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Figure 5.7: Sorted sequene plots of type B simulations
one value of eah parameter is investigated, the extrated onlusions are further
supported by the plot shape ontinuity observed in Figure 5.7.
So far, no simulation with rates initial guess has been inluded mainly beause
the auray obtained is exatly the same, independently of the guess. On the
other hand however, omputation eort is not independent, as shown in Figure
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Figure 5.8: Deoupled horizon and sample rate eet on the omputation time
5.9.
Exept from simulation St0, it an be seen that, for large horizon lengths,
providing an initial guess for the rates generally helps the solver nd the solution
faster, speially for the smaller sample rates.
5.2.5 Solutions for very large horizon lengths
Two simulations with very large horizons have been run as well, with identiers
Sh200 and Sh500, together with their rates initial guess variation.
Results show that it is absolutely neessary to provide the initial guesses, as
otherwise, the solver is not able to nd a good solution. Therefore, we will only
show results involving the simulation variations Sh200g and Sh500g.
The performane indiators of these simulations are shown in Table 5.4. First,
regarding the errors, one an notie that, even though Sh200g displays an anomaly
in εmax for N = 20, the solutions found are orret and follow the onlusions
explained earlier. On the other hand, Sh500g shows extremely large errors and
omputation times, sine its solutions are ompletely wrong, exept for the N = 50
ase.
The anomalies appearing in the performane variables are due to spikes in the
rates initial guesses, whih ause the solver to loose trak ompletely, as happens
for ases N = 10, 20 of Sh500g. This phenomenon an happen for all the simulation
steps, or only for a few, as seen in Sh500g with N = 50.
Figure 5.10 shows plots of the solutions for a few dierent parameters. Con-
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Figure 5.9: Sorted sequene plots omparing eah simulation variations
Sim N εmax εˆ Tmax [s] Tˆ [s]
Sh200g
10 0.1265 0.0415 10.64 7.48
20 1.3759 0.0643 24.16 12.47
50 0.0391 0.0094 18.36 16.93
Sh500g
10 2.1267 0.9255 34.24 19.29
20 1.3952 0.1944 46.03 33.84
50 1.6444 0.0630 84.97 46.19
Table 5.4: Large horizon simulations performane
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sidering these, one an see the strength of this estimation method, whih performs
quite eetively even with extremely large sample rates and horizon lengths. Fur-
thermore, improving the robustness is only a matter of using a better dierentiation
approah, being more adaptive.
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(a) Sh200g rates. N = 50
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(b) Sh200g quaternions. N = 50
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(d) Sh200g quaternions. N = 10
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(e) Sh500g rates. N = 50
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(f) Sh500g quaternions. N = 50
Figure 5.10: Large horizon simulation solutions
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Final remarks
The high omplexity and algorithmi nature of nonlinear optimization hinder any
attempts to bound the performane variables of this problem. Thus, an expliit
relation between them and the simulation parameters has not been found, should be
even possible. On the same grounds, valid onlusion about those relations might
only be hinted by performing stohasti problem-modelling experiments suh as
the Monte Carlo methods. This however, would require high omputing resoures
and a long time period for the analysis, both of whih were not reasonable under
the sope of the present thesis. Even though, a similar analysis but in a smaller
sale has been performed, the results of whih have been shown throughout this
doument, and have demonstrated reasonable and understandable onlusions.
One of the performane variables of interest, the solution error, unfortunately
shows quite random behaviour as horizon length and sample rate vary. Even with
this randomness however, a tendeny of an inreasing auray for smaller sample
rates has atually been observed. On the other hand, the relation with the horizon
length is very blurry, although larger horizons appear to perform worse, in terms of
both error and omputation time. It is important to note as well, that the auray
obtained has always been quite high, even for the worst ases, whih is a signiant
advantage to urrent estimation tehniques suh as Kalman ltering, whih do not
perform well in the highly nonlinear onditions of the present appliation.
Another very important performane indiator, perhaps the main one, is the
omputation time or duration of the estimation algorithm. The reason for this,
stems from the fat that on nal appliation for whih this approah is targeted, the
estimation problem should on-line under real-time onditions. Thus the importane
of a bound for the omputation time.
As extrated from the plots, a strong tendeny has been observed between the
omputation time and the simulation parameters. On the one hand, it appears to
inrease linearly with the horizon length. On the other hand, there seems to be a
quadrati relation with the sample rate, showing inreasing omputation time as
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the sample rate dereases. Moreover, the validity of these onlusions is supported
by the similar tendeny, or shape, displayed in the omparison plot (Figure 5.9).
Adding to the signiant advantage that this method's auray provides, it
is also apable of performing well for a very wide range of horizon lengths and
sample rates. More speially, these have spanned values from 10 to 500 seonds
of horizon length, and from 0.2 to 50 seonds of sample rate. Note however that
only ombinations of these yielding sample's number between 10 and 100 have been
analysed, sine dierent ombinations are unreasonable due to the insigniant
performane inrease that the provide, if any at all.
Further improvements an be applied to the urrent algorithm in order to im-
prove its performane, suh as using an estimation of the rates to be fed into the
optimizer. As seen before, this tehnique tends to derease the omputation time
need by the solver, as well as adding the apability of employing very large horizon
lengths that would not be possible otherwise.
In summary, the present approah shows good auray and a wide working
range, very suitable for the appliation that is ultimately intended for. At this
moment however, speial improvements must be introdued to redue the om-
putation time as well as to nd a bound for it, in order to be able to t in an
on-line real-time environment. Future researh is then enouraged as this estima-
tion method shows good promise, in speial where other methods present serious
diulties.
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